
TV In the War Against Tobacco 
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In 1964, the tobacco industry was an $8 billion a 
year industry. 
 
It was responsible for $150 million in print and 
broadcast advertising. 
 
Tobacco companies promoted their cigarettes 
aggressively through sponsorship of television 
shows.  
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TV Helps with Step 1: Education  
 
 
 
•  The first anti-smoking ad produced by the American Cancer 

Society featured children imitating their smoking parents. 

•  It was created in 1961 by political ad genius, Tony Schwartz, 
famous for the Johnson Administrations “Daisy” Ad.  

•  The 1961 ad featured children dressing up in their parents’ 
clothing in front of a mirror  

•  A voice on the screen says, “Children learn by imitating their 
parents. Do you smoke cigarettes?” 
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Step 2: TV Makes the Dangers Official 
 
 
 

THREE YEARS LATER 
 
In 1964, on national television, 
the Surgeon General 
announced that a year-long 
study had indeed revealed a 
link to lung cancer, and 
declared smoking a public 
health issue. 

Click here to watch - http://cbsn.ws/1FplaNS 
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Step 3: Public Debate Begins with 
Report Top Trending in TV News  
 
 
 
•  In news story after news story, the 

Surgeon General’s stance and the 
tobacco industry’s position became 
framed as a business versus moral issue.  

•  Journalists interviewed southern business 
men lamenting the loss of jobs and priests 
speaking on the immoral role of smoking 
ads coming “into your home and telling 
young children to act like men by 
smoking.” 

 

Click here to watch -http://bit.ly/1KeDjxh 



SHOCK - TV Actor 
Dies After Shooting 
Anti-Smoke Ad, 1967 
 
The American Cancer Society’s 1967 ad 
featured television star, William Talman and 
struck a nerve. It intimately depicted the 
actor talking about how cigarettes would 
take him away from his small children and 
wife. Four weeks after airing, the actor died 
of lung cancer.  
 
During the same year, warnings of the risks 
of smoking begin appearing on packs of 
cigarettes thanks to anti-smoking 
advocacy work.  
 
Watch the ad - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=XmjRkpge-jk 
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SUCCESS:1970 – Tobacco ads 
on TV and radio are banned  

.  
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•  Anti-smoking group, the Legacy Foundation’s 

ads run on MTV, Vh1 and Bravo – networks with 
high ratings of young viewers.  

•  Designed to visually appear to popular trends 
in music and technology the PSAs barrel onto 
computer, mobile phone and TV screens with 
aggressive electronic music, fast stats that 
stream onto the screen like a text message and 
an overall ethos that feels similar to the 
“occupy Wall Street” movement’s energy.  

•  Most importantly, the ads frame smoking as a 
curable epidemic that millennials can defeat – 
a message likely to resonate with a civic 
minded, socially active generation. 

 
Watch the ad: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiesBGcNLOw  

“MEDIA HAS CHANGED 
SO MUCH. THERE’S AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO USE THE 
POWER OF THIS 
GENERATION,”  
CEO & president of the  
Legacy foundation Robin 
Kobal 

TODAY’S PSAs ARE HYPER 
TARGETED LIKE NEVER BEFORE 
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VIDEO LINKS: 
 
•  Surgeon General on National TV, 1964 - http://cbsn.ws/1FplaNS 
•  TV New Reports from 1964 - http://bit.ly/1KeDjxh  
•  Analysis of Legacy Foundatino Ad -http://bit.ly/1wfjRg9   
  
 


